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Abstract-          Craters, one of the most significant features of the lunar surface, have been widely 

researched because they offer us the relative age of the surface unit as well as crucial geological 

information. In this project we will be focusing on a special, mysterious and a rare type of craters 

called oblong or oblique craters which is the most dramatic feature that can be seen on the Moon. 

Formed when meteorites, asteroids, and comets struck its surface at speeds of 10-20 kilometers per 

second, craters record the Moon’s violent 4.5 billion year history. These oblong craters are also 

known as elongated craters or an irregular crater which is actually created by impacts striking the 

surface at a very low angle. These craters are identified using pattern recognition technique called 

Template matching. With this technique we will be able to identify the above mentioned special 

crater with which the angle of impact and the dating of the impact can be identified. The images 

acquired are from Chandhrayaan 1 satellite. By using high performance computation technique 

(Parallelization) the original .tiff image will be processed in each and every processor along with 

distinct template from the original image in every individual processor with the help of the OpenCv 

library, which will be done with the help of PARAM YUVA II supercomputer. To  detect the simple 

crater on the Lunar Surface by Implementing  the Pattern Recognition Algorithm in Serial and 

Parallel Computation Method  and  Benchmarking the performance measurements.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the early history both Earth and Moon were struck by numerous large asteroids and comets These 

impacts produced deep basins up to 1000km  which surrounded by high rings of mountains on the 

Moon. These are visible to the human eye as prominent circular structures. Craters play a important 

features to estimate the age of the moon’s surface. These are formed by high velocity collisions of 

solid bodies onto the planet’s surface. Lunar have the different types of craters like simple, complex 

and oblique. The mountains that surround in the earth surface called Imbrium impact basin. The 

smooth, dark region on the moon surface shows that younger lava flows and three mountain rings 

surround the moon planet surface called Oriental impact basin. Both the impacts are Imbrium and 

Orientale occurred around 3.8 billion years ago, roughly 4am on our 24 hour clock. Hence in every 

basin there are several craters. Identifying all those craters is a challenging job .The craters finding is 

fast and efficient manner. Craters are classified as simple and complex craters. Each craters are 

classified based upon their structures. Generally craters are identified for ship landing, detecting the 
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dating of the surface. The recent research running on the crater detection is by using CRATER 

DETECTION ALGORITHM, gradient scale approach. These techniques are used to identify small 

craters or random craters. Lunar have the different type of craters like simple, complex, oblique. 

Image analysis does an important role in methods for archive, retrieve, process, interpretation for the 

huge size of image data. 

1.1 Motivation 

The serial implementation is performed on windows and OpenSuse with single core. Using the 

Parallel process, it will detect and measure high efficiency of crater with lesser amount of time and 

performance analysis between sequential and parallel processing methods. Parallelization gives 23x 

times faster result than serialization here Resource is allocated to each thread for Simple craters are 

detected. By using Template matching algorithm it can match more number of templates of crater to 

the original source image. With the help of GDAL libraries and then followed by Hough transform 

(Hough Circle Transform) to detect the craters for area and volume should be calculated.  

1.2 Goal and Objectives of the Project Report 

The main aim of this project is to perform morphometry process on craters at lunar surface and do a 

performance analysis between sequential and parallel processing methods. Firstly image reading 

should be done with the help of GDAL libraries and then followed by Hough transform (Hough 

Circle Transform) to detect the craters. Finally morphometry processes like area and volume should 

be calculated. The whole process should be carried out in both sequential and parallel processing 

mode (will be done in PARAM YUVA II), through which we can do a performance analysis 

between them.  

1.3 Problem Statement 

Crater Detection From Topography Data: gives the Drawbacks of the given existing system was, the 

given all techniques has different from others. Some methods of existing were detecting craters 

clearly and something missing in that detection. And the laser measurement is not possible on the 

high performance computing. Adaptive Canny Edge Detection: In this paper canny adaptive edge 

detection used for to detect the edges of the craters. This would not show the background of the 

lunar. Area and volume also not possible in this methods. Crater Detection With MOLA DTMS: 

In MOLA DTMS of detection, that was found the edges perfectly, but it has more number of process 

will be performed for process. It will take more time. They are not used HPC. Morphometric  

measurement also not done in this.  

1.4 Scope of Dissertation Report 

Using the Parallel process, it will detect and measure the crater with lesser amount of time such that 

Coding is to be done that Identifying the simple crater using Hough transform of Hough circle 

method & template matching algorithm to Multithreading & allocating to the dedicated Processor 

and Benchmarking the performance Analysis of both computation methods such as Serialization and 

Parallelization computation methods. The Serialization computation method will detect simple crater 

sequentially one after another on a single processor at any moment in time so that time taken to 

detect craters will be more But in Parallelization computation method will detect simple crater  

simultaneously solved in less time with multiple compute resources than with a single compute 

resource. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 
T. F. Stepinski, Wei Ding and R. Vilalta,[1]   Present that little cavity location is to be finished by 

utilizing Crater  Detection Algorithm (CDA) with the seriallelization processing system Prompted by 

crater counts as the only available tool for measuring remotely the relative ages of geologic 

formations on planets, advances in remote sensing have produced a very large database of high 

resolution planetary images, opening up an opportunity to survey much more numerous small craters 

improving the spatial and temporal resolution of stratigraphy. Automating the process of crater 

detection is key to generate comprehensive surveys of smaller craters. Here we discuss two 

supervised machine learning techniques for crater detection algorithms (CDA): identification of 

craters from digital elevation models (also known as range images), and identification of craters from 

panchromatic images. We present applications of both techniques and demonstrate how such 

automated analysis has produced new knowledge about planet Mars. 

 

G. Salamuni ćcar,[2] Present  Many applications in lunar and planetary science require robust crater 

detection algorithms (CDAs). In this paper, we present a novel hybrid CDA which utilizes the 

topography reconstructed from optical images and our previously developed topography-based CDA. 

The proposed CDA is applied to two Chandrayaan-1 M
3
 optical images and one selected region of 

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter WAC global optical image mosaic. The overall approach consists of: 

(a) reconstruction of topography from optical images; (b) corrections of brightness and contrast of 

used optical images (this step is required for manual verification of crater-candidates before 

inclusion into the resulting catalogue); and (c) processing by topography-based CDA. In addition, the 

integrated topography-based CDA has been used for the review of the initial topography 

reconstruction algorithm, and consecutive improvements. With such an approach, we demonstrate 

that our topography-based CDA, additionally improved using new crater shape-based interpolation 

method, can be used: (a) with topography refined from optical images; and (b) during subsequent 

improvements of the topography reconstruction algorithm. Experimental evaluation of the proposed 

CDA is done by manual verification of crater-candidates and registration in the previous 

LU60645GT catalogue. The evaluation has shown that the proposed CDA was used successfully for 

cataloguing of 3570 Lunar craters, which are almost all visible craters from the three selected 

regions. The accompanying result is the new LU64215GT catalogue of 64 215 Lunar craters, which 

is currently the most complete catalogue of Lunar craters. In this paper the 2D images are converted 

to 3D images by using Digital Elevation Model for improvements of the topography reconstruction 

algorithm in Seriallelization computation Method. In this paper initiate Digital Elevation Model of 

changing over 2D to 3D optical pictures by utilizing Seriallelization calculation technique. Crater 

detection in DEM based is from the previous work utilizes fuzzy, Shen-Castan, canny edge detection 

methods followed by Radon-Hough transform from fuzzy.Central peak volume, circularity in 

topology, parameter space, rim volume, depth/diameter ratio that all are under the extraction of 

numerous features. The CDA on interpolated based was specially developed for crater shape based- 

interpolation method. This method was considerably for to detect the very small crater also. In that 

research, crater was detected by the DEM based method. 

Atheer L. Salih , A. Boukercha , A. Grumpe , C. Wohler , H. Hiesinger,[3] Crater size-

distribution measurements (CFSDs) are an important tool for the assessment of the ages of surface 

regions . The freely available software Craterstats2 allows for the determination of the absolute 

model ages (AMA) of the surface if the number and diameters of the craters within the count area of 

a certain size are known. In this context, manual counting and measuring of craters is a time 

consuming process while automatic crater detection may lead to increased false positive detections, 

missed craters and possibly inaccurate diameter determination. However, the influence of such 

recognition errors of automated crater detection systems on the estimated model age has not yet been 
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fully investigated. Current automatic crater detection algorithms depend on either optical images or 

digital elevation models (DEM) . In this study, we compare different crater detectors and their 

behaviour in the context of surface age determination. The results show that the estimation of surface 

ages based on automatic crater detection may yield realistic results when an appropriate calibration 

procedure is applied. 

Yonghong Xie, Qiang Ji [4] proposal for an arbitrary ellipse, there are some unknown parameters, 

(y0, x0) for the orientation and the center, (a, b) are mentioned for the major, minor axes. Normally 

we need a set of five edge pixels to calculate parameters off all. To determine the position of an 

ellipse, we have to perform an additional part of pixel detection and the additional pixel detections. 

In this paper I introduced a new approach to achieve. For the each pair of pixels (x1, y1) & (x2, y2), 

assume that for the major axis for an ellipse there are two vertices. For the minor axis also we can 

assume there are two vertices, but it will need a more processing time because of the larger amount 

of image. In that larger image that had a larger binary bit values.  

Amee Jain, Suresh K, Darshak Thakore, Narendra Patel [5] proposal of crater in a lunar, that 

was in circular and ellipse shape with bright and contrast of shading in a bowl shape. Opening, 

closing techniques are under the morphology concepts. These distinguishing characteristics are used 

extensively in crater detection. The proposed crater detection algorithm employs image smoothing 

followed by gradient image and thresholding. Image smoothing is applied on the gray scale image. 

                                       

M.Prabakaran, V.Sivakumar, S.Koteeswaran [6] Craters appears on the lunar's surface in high 

density and the most interesting landform features of any planetary surface. Craters are important 

landform features on the lunar surface. Hence, detection and analyzing quantitative information 

(Morphometric) are key role of present day research. Morphometric measuring are useful for 

understating formation and evolution of surface features. It is also useful for landing site 

identification, counting, age determination, etc. Nowadays remote sensing orbital missions play a 

major role in mapping the entire surface of the planet. Lunar orbital data are huge in size and 

resolutions are significantly higher. Analyzing these data sets requires higher computational power. 

High performance computers provide higher computational power and getting output in real time. 

This review paper focuses on automatic identification of lunar crater and morphometric parameters 

(morphometry) using lunar orbital data sets using parallel computing approach.  

N.D.Kamarudin,  S.N. Makhtar, H.D.M. Hidzir [7] This project focuses on identification of 

craters in terms of its characteristics and detection of these visual features of the moon to determine a 

safe landing site for a lunar Lander. Cheng et al. proposed using craters as landmarks for navigation 

purposes because this geometric model grants a robust detection under different lighting conditions. 

Moreover, craters appear in enough density on most planetary system bodies of interest and also 

known as a fairly stable in appearance or shapes over time or under different conditions and 

environments. These special features make them an appropriate type of landmark to observe. 

Currently, there are a lot of ongoing researches mainly on craters detection and optical navigation 

systems for the moon but still using a complex and similar approach such as detection using the 

Hough transform method. To part from this limitation, the author decides to build a simple algorithm 

for detecting craters on a moon surface which will detect the craters based on two important 

measurements that are the distance and angle measurements. The advantages of using this approach 

are (1) its uncomplicatedness (2) fast detection (3) can be used further in ellipse reconstruction 

algorithm to determine the position and orientation of the crater. This paper will discuss the method 

of employing MATLAB and image processing tool on an optical image as well as the morphological 

image detection fundamentals. In addition, some geometrical projection analysis in reconstructing an 

ellipse as a disc will be evaluated in order to obtain the orientation of the disc (crater) for 

autonomous optical navigation system. 
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Tsuneo Matsunaga, Y. Sawabe, Shuichi Rokugawa [8] Many missions such as Clementine and 

SELENE (SELenological and Engineering Explorer) take lunar images for examination. A large 

volume of imagery data has already been archived and much more is on the way. Extracting the 

necessary information from the already large and ever growing volume of data is the crucial problem 

that needs to be overcome.Craters are studied extensively since they provide us with the relative age 

of the surface unit and more information on the lunar surface geology. Manually extracting craters 

from lunar images is a difficult task because it requires a great deal of man power as well as specific 

knowledge and skills of extraction. Several automated craters detection algorithms have been 

developed but none is yet practical or sufficiently tested to be reliable.Our previous algorithm 

(Sawabe, Y., Matsunaga, T., Rokugawa, S. Automatic crater detection algorithm for the lunar 

surface using multiple approaches. J. Remote Sens. Soc. Jpn. 25 (2), 157–168, 2005.) was improved 

to enhance detection of craters in lunar images and automate crater classification. This algorithm was 

tested using various images for wide range of applicability. Four approaches were used with the 

crater detecting algorithm to find (a) “shady and sunny” patters in images with low sun angle, (b) 

circular features in edge images, (c) curves and circles in thinned and connected edge lines, and (d) 

discrete or broken circular edge lines using fuzzy Hough transform. The algorithm was applied to 

mare and highland images of the moon captured by Clementine and Apollo under different solar 

angles and spatial resolution. The new algorithm was able to detect 80% more without parameter 

tuning. In addition, the detected craters were classified by spectral characteristics derived from 

Clementine UV–Vis multi-spectral images. Finally, the lunar surface GIS was formulated which has 

the geological and spectral attributes automatically generated by our algorithm. It could be helpful 

system to analyze and recognize about the geological settings. 

D. Saranyaraj, V. Sivakumar, S. Sivakumar [9] Craters, one of the utmost noteworthy landforms 

of the lunar surface, have been extensively researched because they offer us the revision of relative 

and absolute surface chronologies, erosional progressions, and origin evolution of lunar surface. The 

modern research emphases on identification of craters in terms of its characteristics and detection of 

these visual sorts of the moon to regulate a safe landing site for an astral lander. Craters seem in 

enough mass on most planetary system forms of interest and also known as a stable in advent or 

shapes over stretch or under diverse conditions and environs. Currently, there are a lot of ongoing 

researches mainly in craters recognition and ocular triangulation systems for the moon but still using 

a complex and similar approach. Hence, this paper reviews various algorithms involved for 

identifying various types of craters, which will highly be influential for any future research work. In 

addition to this, this paper will also have a brief scenario about high performance computing in 

pattern recognition which will effectively help in the process of detecting the craters in much faster 

and effective way, totally autonomous on the algorithm chosen. This paper describes briefly about 

the parallelization of object recognition to identify several lunar craters parallel with high 

synchronization processor speed. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

      In my proposed work, First of all I’m going to read the image with GDAL libraries. Next I will 

move on to Hough transform. In that Hough transform, I’m going to use Hough Circle Transform. 

Hough Circle transform is very trouble-free to find the craters. It will detect the craters perfectly. 

Using the Gaussian blur, we can blur the crater image to detect the perfect crater. If you have trouble 

in the detection process, adjust the blur value or the parameter values in the Hough circle. After the 

Detection of crater, I will move to morphometric measurement. In this measurement, I can measure 

area and volume of the detected crater.  

These all operations are performed in Parallel using supercomputer. Because the raster image size 

was very large. It will take the more time in the sequence process. Using the Parallel process, I will 

detect and measure the crater with lesser time. In this work I’m scattering the process to various 
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Template Matching Using Three Processors 
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3.1. METHODOLOGY 1-HOUGH TRANSFORM 

• STEP1: Reading the Raster Image using Quantum GIS Software. 

• STEP2: Processing .Tiff image using Hough Transform algorithm-Hough Circle. 

• STEP3: Calculating the Width & Depth of the Crater using GDAL Library. 

• STEP4: Allocation of Threads to each Processor. 

• STEP5:Output Image(.Tiff)  

 3.2. METHODOLOGY 2-TEMPLATE MATCHING  

� MODULE1: 

• STEP1: Selection of Template from the Raster Image using QGIS. 

� MODULE2: 

• STEP1: Processing original Raster Image1 & Template1 with the Template Matching 

algorithm as Thread1. 

• STEP2: Processing original Raster Image2 & Template2 with the Template Matching  

algorithm as Thread2(but replace with the Template2) & Thread2. 

• STEP3: Processing original Raster Image3 & Template3 with the Template Matching  

algorithm as Thread3(but replace with the Template3) & Thread3. 

• STEP4: Feeding each Thread to dedicated Processor. 

• STEP5: Template Matched Output (.Tiff). 

5.3. METHODOLOGY INVOLVED 

• STEP1: Reading the Raster Image to the QGIS Software. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Reading Raster Image 

 

RASTER IMAGE(.TIF) QGIS 

INSTALLATION IN 

WINDOWS 
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STEP2: Feeding the .tiff image to the QGIS Software which uses the GDAL Library which  is in 

built . The Template is chosen with the precise selection of contours. 

 

 

 

 

                   Figure 2: QGIS Installation for Template Selection 

STEP3: Template is Selected from the Original Image (.tiff).Totally Seven Templates are Chosen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Selecting 7 Templates 

STEP4: OPENCV is installed and all other dependent environment variables are installed in  

WINDOWS environment. 

• PYTHON is installed in WINDOWS environment. 

• QGIS is installed in WINDOWS environment. 

• Feeding the 7 templates to 7 processor getting as an Output. 

 

 

 

RASTER   
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Figure 3: Seriallellization of Template Matching 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1. TEMPLATE MATCHING OUTPUT IN PARELLELIZATION 

     1. Testing our program with an input image such as: 

     2. Generate the following result matrices (first row are the standard methods SQDIFF, 

         CCORR and CCOEFF, second row are the same methods in its normalized version). In the  

         first column, the darkest is the better match, for the other two columns, the brighter a  

         location, the higher the match. 

 

Figure 4: Seven Templates Result for Parallelization 

3. The right match is shown below (black rectangle ). Notice that CCORR and CCDEFF gave 

erroneous best matches, however their normalized version did it right, this may be due to the 

THREAD1 
TEMPLATE1

TEMPLATE2

TEMPLATE3

TEMPLATE4

TEMPLATE5

TEMPLATE6

TEMPLATE7

OPENCV INSTALLATION 

WITH DEPEDENT 

VARIABLE 

QGIS 

PYTHON 

INSTALLATION 

WINDOWS 

INSTALLATION 

OUTPUT1 

OUTPUT2 

OUTPUT3 

OUTPUT4 

OUTPUT5 

OUTPUT6 

OUTPUT7 

Original .tif image (Raster image) 
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fact that we are only considering the “highest match” and not the other possible high matches.

 

 

4.2. HOUGH TRANSFORM IMPLEMENTATION 

4.3. INPUT IMAGE  
 

      The input image must be .tiff format. The image should have the visible craters. For the   

better output you must give the simple visible crater. Following figure (figure 4.3) shows the  

input image. 

 

Figure 4.3: Input Raster image 
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4.4. IMPLEMENTATION ON WINDOWS (SERIAL)  

 

          First I tried the project with the Windows base. This window (serial) had the single core 

processor. Windows was in serial manner (Figure 4.4). I tried windows and the HPC for the 

comparison between serial and parallel processing.  

 

4.4.1. READ THE IMAGE ON WINDOWS 

 

Figure 4.4.1: Read the image on windows 

4.4.2. DETECTED OUTPUT ON SUPER COMPUTER  
 

Following diagram (Figure 4.4.2) will show the Detected Craters on HPC. 

 

Figure 4.4.2: Detected Output on Super Computer 

4.4.3. TIME COMPARISON BETWEEN SERIAL AND PARALLEL  

            

           Table 4.4.3 Time comparison between serial and Parallel 
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          From this Comparison Working with HPC I got the Output very fast. In windows I got the 

output in micro seconds. But on HPC I got the output in Nano seconds (Tab 4.4.3). 

4.4.4. CHART FOR COMPARISON  
 

          The given chart (Figure 4.4.4) explains the concept of comparison between serial process and 

the parallel process status. Compare than serial, parallel process will get the result very faster like 

15X times faster. 

 

Figure 4.4.4: Time Comparison Chart 

4.4.5. FURTHER OUTPUTS  
 

         This algorithm detects various craters as shown below. If you got any error for detecting the 

crater adjust the parameter values on Hough circle or adjust the blur value on Gaussian blur. Figure 

4.4.5.1 to 4.4.5.8 explains some inputs and output processes. 
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        Figure 4.4.5.1 Input 1                                             Figure 4.4.5.2 Output 1 

                    

           Figure 4.4.5.3 Input 2                                         Figure 4.4.5.4 Outputs 2 

                

            Figure 4.4.5.5 Input 3                                              Figure 4.4.5.6 Outputs 3 
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Figure 4.4.5.7 Input 4 

 

Figure 4.4.5.8 Output 4 

V. CONCLUSION 

     OpenCv, PYTHON, QGIS is installed in the Windows environment for Raster data is read with 

the Template is chosen to identify the similar Simple craters. Ground work on crater selection for the 

determination of Simple Impact crater by using pattern recognition Algorithm in parallel 

Computation Method and Benchmarking the results for the Performance Analysis. Larger the input 

data, longer the processing and synchronization time. Parallel solutions improves the efficiency of 

image processing and Cost is higher than the profit(time efficiency) But has to employed for critical 

applications. Comparison is performed between serialization and parallelization So that 

Parallelization gives 23x times faster result than serialization here Resource is allocated to each 

thread for Simple craters are detected.  
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